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present paper abstracts what is perhaps the simplest theoretical question related to this class of problems, and derives expressions for certain steadystate parameters. To put this theoretical question in context, let us give it a hypothetical referent. ' A machine shop' has several departments each containing a fixed number of identical machines. Each department is a multiserver system of the usual type (the waiting jobs are pooled in a single line, a given job is definitely assigned to a fixed machine when its turn comes up, and service times are exponentially distributed). However, arrivals at a given department come both from other departments in the shop and from outside the shop. Those coming to any department from outside arrive in a Poisson-type time series. The flow pattern of jobs inside the shop is most easily described by saying that when a given department finishes a job, that job either goes to some specified department or out of the system, its particular course being governed by a fixed probability distribution associated with the particular department that it is leaving.
If mean arrival rates at the various departments are properly defined, then the result is a steady-state distribution in which the waiting-line lengths of the departments are independent, and are exactly like those of the 'ordinary' multiserver systems that they resemble. This paper is a part of an extended study of problems arising in machine-shop operations, carried on under a contract with the Office of Naval 2. Customers from oiutside the system arrive in Department m in a Poissontype time series at mean rate Xm (customers will also arrive at this department from other departments).
3. Customers arriving in Department m (from inside or outside the system) are served in turn. The serving timne is exponentially distributed with mean II/Pm, a given customer being assigned once and for all to a fixed server when his turn comes up. 4 . Once served in Department m, a customer goes (instantaneously) to Department k (k =1, 2, .. *, M) with probability Okm; his total service is completed with probability 1 -Lk Gkm.
Assumption (4) -m. (k=nmn, nm1+, ) A steady-state distribution of the state of the above-described system is given by the products P(k1, k2, * I kM)-=P1 Pk, 22 .. pkM providedPm<yimnmform=1,2, ..,M.
This theorem says, in essence, that at least so far as steady states are concerned, the system with which we are concerned behaves as if its departments were such independent elementary systems as are discussed above. This conclusion is far from surprising in view of recent papers by E. J. BURKE[21 and E. REiCH. [5] PROOF. The last condition of the theorem guarantees that Ek Pkm will converge, and is evidently a necessary condition for the existence of a steady state. To establish that the given distribution then defines a steady state, we follow the general approach used by FELLER. Let Pkj, ..., kM(t) be the probability of state (k1, k2, ..., km) at time t. From a straightforward consideration of the ways in which the system can reach state (k71, k2, * I kM), it turns out that Pkls.. kM(t+h)= {l-(E X?) h-[E ai(ki) pi] h} Pk,---, kM(t) <,at(ki+l) pi Oi* h Pkl,.--, ki+l, *--, kM(t) +Xi bi h Pki, ..., ki-1, -., kM(t) +EE ai(kj+l) pi Oij h Pk,,..., kX+1, **-, ki-i, ..., k,,(t)+o(h);
where As*-1IE,k Oki, ai(kc)-min{k, n}, i==min{ki, 1}* Following the usual process of transferring the Pk,, k22 ... kM(t) from right to left, dividing by h, and taking the limit as h approaches zero, one obtains a set of differential equations (which will not be written out here). To prove that the given distribution is a steady-state solution of these equations, it is enough to show that the derivatives in these equations are all made zero by setting Pk1, k2 I., kM(t) equial to P(k1, *k); that is, to show that:
